
 

Thank you!!!- Free tool box- Well being for women 

Wow, thank you to everyone who responded to my Cyberlink survey.  I dislike getting these 

things emailed to me so I really appreciate all who have replied (105 of you). Thank you also 

for all the kind words and encouragement you have offered.  The last question wasn’t 

supposed to be narcissistic but it is great to hear the positive feedback. 

 

So, just to put you all at ease, Cyberlink will continue in the same format, emailed to your 

inbox. Though we are hoping to be able to do “as it happens” and “weekly digests” 

posts.  The website is more of a home and support page for Cyberlink that will host the 

business directory and other features as they develop. 

 

Here is a summary of what you all want and like about Cyberlink: It’s properly local; not 

corporate; brings us closer as a community; it’s personal / friendly / human; It’s simple; it’s up 

to date with a broad coverage of items. (Survey results at the bottom of the page if you are 

interested.) 

Thank you all so much and I’ll let you know of any developments. 

 

Rick 

 

Today's posts.... 

  

 Wellbeing for Women. Saturday 2nd September 12:30 -3pm at Waipuna Hospice, 

43 Te Puna Station Road: 

 "The key to your true health and wellbeing as a women rests in you living in honour 

of what you have always known within. It's simply a matter of making the choice to 

reconnect to this." 

 

Jeanette McDonald, Waipuna Hospice RN has a special interest in esoteric 

women's health. She and Ingrid Ward invite you to an afternoon of Wellbeing for 

Women. (Please note this is not a Waipuna Hospice event.) 

 

Women of all ages and backgrounds are invited to: Explore the relationship we have 

with our body and how this is key to connecting to our innate wisdom; Experience 

the power of shared discussions on a wide vareity of topics including exhaustion, 

stress, sleep, food, self-care, periods, menopause and more; Connect with one 

another and be inspired by each other. 

 

These presentations offer a wealth of insight, inspiration and practical take-home 

tools for you to embrace in your own life.



 

 

Bookings are essential and can be made by phone or email Jeanette McDonald 021 

299 3821 or Ingrid Ward 021 952 690 

newzealand@esotericwomens health.com 

 

Investment is $10 

Registration from 12noon  See flyers below 

  

  

 Free wooden tool box with lift out tray: 

700mm x 330mm x 310mm high 

Phone Bruce 07 5482722 

     

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


